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Abstract

Project Activities or Findings

This project implements an efficient method to
assess the safety of e-scooter riders. It takes depth
and velocity information to calculate metrics for
safety, such as crash time, in order to warn the
riders in a timely manner. We aim to create a simple
implementation with computer vision and hardware
such as a Raspberry Pi and sensors to create an
affordable solution. In comparison with the state of
the art machine learning and neural networks, our
approach is intended to provide results in real-time
with a reasonable accuracy.

Velocity
• Initial solution: Use optical flow to find distance and
speed traveled.
• Issue: Only gives us information relative to the pixels
in the image
• Secondary Solution: Use accelerometers and
gyroscopes to calculate speed.
• Issue: Not possible to get accurate speed
information from an accelerometer or gyroscope
alone. Needs more information such as RPM.
• Final Solution: Use a tachometer along with
accelerometer
Depth
• Initial Solution: Use a single camera in order to find
depth of an object by analyzing type of object.
• Issue: Would need to use neural networks and
would not be efficient to use with applicable
hardware.
• Final Solution: Use stereo cameras

Generate a
Crash Matrix
Research Questions
• How can we find the depth of particular objects
relative to a cameras focal point?
• What kinds of image descriptors fit our purpose
and how accurate are these descriptors?
• Will we need to focus more on accuracy or
efficiency?
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